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What is Market Power?
• Ability of a firm to

– Increase the market price 
– Profit from this price increase
– Both are necessary for firm to possess market power

• A firm exercising all available unilateral market power 
subject to the market rules is equivalent to 
– The firm maximizing profits, which is equivalent to
– The firm’s management serving its fiduciary responsibility to its 

shareholders
• The issue for regulatory oversight is not whether a firm 

possesses market power or exercises this market power
– Particularly in a bid-baseed electricity market determining whether a 

firm possesses unilateral market power is relatively straightforward
• Key issue is whether the unilateral exercise of market power 

results in market outcomes that cause sufficient harm to 
consumers to justify regulatory intervention

What is Market Manipulation?
• No definition under US antitrust law
• Whether a firm engages in market manipulation depends on 

your perspective
– Market manipulation as seen by one player is superior business 

acumen as seen by another
• In markets where this concept exists, market operator defines 

what constitutes market manipulation
– Commodity markets—operator prohibits corners, squeezes, etc.
– Usually requires a finding of intent

• Same action without intent may not be market manipulation
• Suggested definition of market manipulation for electricity 

markets
– Persistent actions by one or more market participants that harm 

system reliability or market efficiency
• Requires a finding of intent by market operator
• Implies need for long, involved legal process—Microsoft trial
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Structural Measures of Market Power
• Market power cannot be assessed based on 

market structure alone
– Using concentration measures to assess market 

power exposes consumers to large potential harm
• Particularly in network industries

• Standard indices of concentration
– Hirshman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) = 
– si = market share of firm i 

• Measured using capacity, sales, or units of output

• Large values imply significant market power
– HHI denotes market-wide market power
– Market share denotes firm-level market power

sii
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Structural Measures of Market Power
• In utility or network industries, concentration indices 

miss key features which enhance ability of firms to 
exercise unilateral market power
– Level of final demand
– Extent that final demand is price inelastic
– Need for dedicated and potentially congested network to 

deliver product to final consumers
– Cost of storing final product

• Electricity is costly to store, natural gas and water less expensive
– Extent of capacity constraints in production

• Can produce only slightly more than 500 MWh from 500 MW unit
• These features of industry determine how much 

unilateral market power a firm can exercise and how 
much harm this causes to consumers

Market Power and Network Industries
• Bottleneck network facility is fundamental source of market power and need 

for unique regulatory oversight of utility industries
• Production technology implies that least-cost way to serve market demand is 

single network facility for a given geographic area
– Electricity—transmission and distribution network
– Natural Gas and Water—distribution network
– Postal Delivery Services—Local delivery network
– Telecommunications—Local loops

• Difficult to see how competition would be possible in transmission and 
distribution services for same geographic region for electricity and for 
distribution services for natural gas and water

• If there are viable alternatives to bottleneck facility, then utility or network 
industries would no longer present unique market power problems relative to 
other industries
– Telecommunications is closest to eliminating essential bottleneck facility

• Wireless, cable television and electricity network are, to varying degrees, competitive 
alternatives to local loop of incumbent telecommunications carrier for last-mile access 
to consumers

Utility Industries and Market Power
• New entry ultimately limits the exercise of market power
• In utility industries, long time lag between decision to enter and start of operation by 

new facility can cause significant harm to consumers
• Time lag between conception and start of operation for a new natural gas-fired 

facility is at least 18 to 24 months in the United States
– Can be even longer for coal-fired facilities

• Substantial amounts of market power can be exercised over the time horizon 
necessary for new entrants to begin producing output

– Forward prices of energy in California during winter/spring of 2001
• ~$300/MWh for summer 2001 deliveries 
• ~$150/MWh for summer 2002 deliveries
• ~$45/MWh for summer 2003 and beyond deliveries

– Market power expected to exist until significant new entry could discipline behavior of 
existing suppliers

• Similar logic applies to telecommunications network
– Incumbent could exercise significant market power before competing network is built out
– Prices that reflect incumbent’s market power would provide strong incentives for 

competitors to enter
• In both cases, regulatory intervention to limit market power may be preferable

– Depends on cost of intervention
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Measuring Unilateral Market Power
• An essential input for measuring firm-level unilateral 

market power is firm’s residual demand curve
– The slope of the residual demand curve measures how much 

the firm is able to increase the market price by unilaterally 
withholding output from the market

• A firm’s residual demand curve is the market demand 
curve less the competitive responses of other firms in 
the industry
– D(p) = market demand a price p
– SO(p) = supply of all competitors at price p
– DR(p) = D(p) – SO(p) = residual demand curve at price p

• The firm’s profit is given by
– Π(p) =  DR(p)p – C(DR(p))
– C(q) is the total cost of producing output level q

Residual Demand Curve faced by Firm

Price

Quantity

Price

Quantity

SO(p)

DR(p) = D(p) - SO(p)

D(p)

Measuring Unilateral Market Power
• Given market demand, D(p), and willingness to supply 

of competitors, SO(p), a profit-maximizing firm would 
set p to satisfy 

(p* – C’(q*))/p* = -1/,(p*), where q* = DR(p*)
,(p) = DR’(p)*(p/DR(p)) = elasticity of residual demand 

curve at price p
• A profit-maximizing firm would like to set monopoly 

price for its residual demand curve
• -1/,(p) = inverse of elasticity of residual demand curve 

at price p
• -1/,(p) = percent increase in market price that results 

from one percent reduction in firm’s output at price p
• Measuring market power would be straightforward if 

could observe the residual demand curve firm faces

Pricing to Maximize Profits Subject to Residual Demand
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Measuring Unilateral Market Power
• In most markets, only observe market price, p*, and market-

clearing quantity, q*, but not residual demand curve
– Cannot directly observe market demand curve, D(p), or willingness to 

supply of competitors, SO(p)
• Empirical studies of market power use market-clearing prices 

and quantities and variables assumed to shift market demand 
and cost functions to estimate firm’s residual demand curve

• Three assumptions required to estimate residual demand curve
– Functional form for aggregate demand, D(p)
– A model competition that yields, a functional form for SO(p)

• For Cournot model SO(p) = total output of all other firms
• For Bertand model, SO(p) determined by prices set by all other competitors

– Profit-maximizing behavior by firm
• Using these three assumptions can apply econometric 

techniques to recover an estimate of the inverse elasticity of 
residual demand curve faced by firm

Measuring Unilateral Market Power
• Cournot duopoly example

– D(p,z,e) = market demand curve = α + βp + γz + e
– qj = output of firm j
– C(q) = F + cq + δw + v = cost function for each firm
– DR1(p) = D(p,z,e) – q2

• Residual demand curve facing Firm 1 under Cournot assumption
• Using observations on market clearing prices and 

quantities, demand shifters (z) and cost shifters (w) 
can estimate parameters of demand and cost functions
– Compute inverse elasticity of residual demand curve given 

these estimated demand and cost functions and assumed 
model of competition

• Alternatively can simply assume values of D(p), C(q) 
and a model of competition to compute inverse 
elasticity of residual demand curve

Measuring Market Power in a Bid-Based 
Electricity Markets

• Bid-based electricity markets present a unique opportunity to directly 
measure firm-level market power

• Each day, firms submit SA(p), willingness to supply output over the entire 
range of feasible market prices
– For each price, from p(min) to p(max), SA(p) gives amount that firm is willing to 

sell to the market
– As noted above, in other industries firms typically set price and satisfy all 

demand at that price or fix quantity and allow market to set price
• Ford does not submit willingness to produce cars over entire range of possible prices

• Half-hourly market demand is ex post observable
• Each firm’s residual demand curve can be computed given SA(p) functions

– DR(p) = Qd – SO(p)
– SO(p) aggregate willingness to supply of all other firms = sum of SA(p) curves 

over all other firms in market
• Measuring unilateral market power in bid-based wholesale market does not 

require functional form assumption for aggregate demand or assumed model 
of competition because residual demand curve is ex post observable

Bidding in Competitive Markets
• Important complication--Firm does not know exact residual 

demand curve it will face when it bids into wholesale market
– Does know distribution of residual demand curves

• Need to understand expected profit-maximizing bidding 
behavor in electricity market to measure unilateral market 
power
– Wolak (2000) “An Empirical Analysis of the Impact of Hedge Contracts 

on Bidding Behavior in a Competitive Electricity Market,” International 
Economic Journal, January.

• Qid: Total market demand in load period i of day d
• SOid(p): Amount of capacity bid by all other firms besides Firm A into the market in 

load period i of day d as a function of market price p
• DRid(p) = Qid - SOid(p): Residual demand faced by Firm A in load period i of day d, 

specifying the demand faced by Firm A as a function of the market price p
• Bid(p): Variable profits to Firm A at price p, in load period i of day d
• MC: Marginal cost of producing a MWH by Firm A
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Simplified Model of Optimal Bidding 
• Assuming that residual demand curves are continuous 

functions and there are no restrictions on set of feasible bid 
curves, SA(p)

• For each hour each firm tries to cause:
– (P – MC)/P = -1/ε(p) to hold for all possible realizations 

of DR(p)
• In reality, residual demand functions are step 

functions, because bid functions are required to be 
step functions
– This implies that researcher must choose a way to “round 

the corners of residual demand curves to compute inverse 
elasticity of residual demand curve

Simplified Model of Optimal Bidding 
• Assuming that residual demand curves are 

continuous functions and there are no restrictions on 
set of feasible bid curves, SA(p)
– For each hour each firm tries to cause:

• (P – MC)/P = -1/ε(p) to hold for all possible 
realizations of DR(p)

• Under this simplified model of continuous residual 
demand functions if the distribution residual demand 
uncertainty,0, is additive
– DR(p,0) = DR(p) + 0

• Then optimal bid curve is envelope of price and 
residual demand pairs that maximizes ex post profits 
given value of 0
– (P(0),DR(P(0),0))

Bidding to Maximize Expected Profits
Without Regard to Market Rules

 Price 

Quantity 
Q1 Q2 

MR2 MR1 
DR1 DR2 

MC 

P2 

P1 

S 

Firm-Level Market Power
• Given bids submitted by competitors and aggregate 

demand can compute actual residual demand curve 
faced by each firm
– Compute ex post inverse elasticity of residual demand at 

actual market-clearing price

• Measure depends on market demand and bids 
submitted by all other market participants
– Percentage price increase that results from one percent 

reduction in amount firm supplies at market-clearing price
– Does not depend on actions of firm

• Measure quantifies the extent to which competitive conditions 
discipline pricing behavior of firm
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-1/,(p) is an Index of Market Power 
when Bids are Step Functions

• Problem--Because DR(p,,) is a step function, 
slope of residual demand curve DR’(p) is either 
equal 0 or -4

• All other components of -1/,(p) are directly 
observable
– Recall that -1/,(p) = (1/DR’(p))*(DR(p)/p)
– DR(p) = actual output of firm at market price
– p = market price
– DR’(p) = slope of residual demand curve, but slope of a 

step function is undefined
• Many possible approaches to computing DR’(p)

Smoothing Residual Demand Curve
Compute DR’(p, ,) as follows:   Use a smoothed estimate of  

DRh(p) = Qd - SOh(p)
Where SO(p)  is defined as

ponk= is bid price for increment k of genset n owned by other firms
qonk= is bid quantity for increment k of genset n owned by other firms
h = user-selected smoothing factor 
Φ(t) = standard normal cumulative distribution function

This makes DRh(p) a continuous function, but DRh’(p) depends on value of h
Larger h implies smaller slope, h → 4 implies DRh’(p) → 0
Smaller h implies larger h, h → 0 implies DRh’(p) →  - 4

Although DR(pE,,) and pE are observed, DR’(p) is not
h → 4 implies DR’(p) → 0
h → 0 implies DR’(p) → - 4

This implies that by choosing h, researcher can produce virtually any mean 
value for inverse of elasticity of residual demand curve and inverse 
elasticity of residual demand curve net of forward contracts

Inverse elasticity of smoothed residual demand is still useful ordinal index of 
unilateral market power, if computed in consistent manner over time and 
across suppliers

Wolak (2003) “Measuring Unilateral Market Power in Wholesale Electricity Markets: 
The California Market 1998 to 2000” American Economic Review, May.

Wolak (2003) cautions against interpreting smoothed inverse elasticity of 
residual demand curve as a cardinal measure of market power because 
scale of inverse elasticity of residual demand curve depends on method 
used to compute “slope” of a step function

Scale of -1/,(p) is Arbitrary
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Forward Contracts and Market Power
• Forward contracts alter incentive to exercise market power in spot market

– Price increase only applies to sales net of forward contracts sold, QC
• With QC > 0, each hour h, each firm j bids to tries to cause:

– (Ph – MCjh)/Ph = -1/εhj
C(p) to hold

• -1/εhj
C(p) = elasticity of net-of-forward-contract residual demand curve

• DRhj
C(p) = DRhj(p) – QChj

– Note that QChj is unobserved
– Even though DRhj(p) and DRhjN(p) can be computed from bids of others and 

market demand, εhj(Con) cannot be computed unless observe QChj or believe 
it is zero

• Two inverse elasticities are related via following equation
– -1/εC(p) = -1/ε(p) ((DR(p) – QC)/DR(p))
– Note that (DR(p) – QC)/DR(p) typically less than one

• -1/ε(p) = index of ability of supplier to raise market price by withholding output
– Inverse elasticity of residual demand curve

• -1/εC(p) = index of incentive of supplier to raise market price by withholding 
output

– Inverse elasticity of residual demand curve net of forward contracts
• Incentive to exercise unilateral market power always less than ability to do so if 

QC is greater than zero

SNC(p)

SC(p)

DRHigh(p)
DRLow(p)

DRHigh(p) - QC

DRLow(p) - Qc

QH
Contract

QL
ContractQL

NContract QH
NContract

PL
Contract

PH
Contract

PL
NContract

PH
NContract

Simplified Profit-Maximizing Bidding 
With QC > 0 and QC = 0

(Assume MC = 0)

Application to California Market
• Wholesale electricity prices increased dramatically in California starting in summer of 2000
• A number of studies of the California market find that significant market power was 

exercised starting in summer of 2000
– Borenstein, Bushnell and Wolak (2002) “Measuring Market Inefficiencies in California’s 

Restructured Wholesale Electricity Market, American Economic Review, December
– Joskow and Kahn (2002) “A Quantitative Analysis of Pricing Behavior In California's Wholesale 

Electricity Market During Summer 2000: The Final Word,” The Energy Journal, December.
• Why would suppliers in California unilaterally withhold output from market given how high 

prices were during 2000 versus 1999 and 1998?
– Economist’s answer:  Because it was in their unilateral profit-maximizing interest given the bids 

submitted by their competitors!
• Cournot model with an inelastic demand involves significant unilateral withholding of output

• Research question:  Was this dramatic increase in the magnitude of system-wide market 
power due to an increase in the unilateral market power possessed by suppliers starting in the 
summer of 2000?

– Or is coordinated behavior among supplier necessary to explain these price increases?
• Compute hourly firm-level indexes of unilateral market power for five large merchant

suppliers in California market for summer 1999, 1998 and 2000 
– California ISO’s real-time energy market
– Summer is period June 1 to September 30
– Compute index in same manner across suppliers and over time to address step function problem

• Five large merchant suppliers are:  AES/Williams, Duke, Dynegy, Mirant and Reliant 
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Summary of ISO’s Real-Time Market
• ISO operates real-time energy market to maintain system 

balance
• Generation unit owners first self-schedule their generating units 
• ISO then runs real-time market relative to these schedules

• There are number of ways that a supplier’s bid can enter the 
ISO’s real-time energy market
• Win in ancillary services (reserve capacity) market

• Spinning reserve, Non-Spinning reserve, Replacement reserve
• Loads can bid to supply Non-Spinning and Replacement reserves

• Can bid into supplemental energy market without providing reserve
• In-state suppliers, imports, and dispatchable load can bid

• Real-time energy bids are extremely flexible
• Each hour each unit can be up to 10 price-quantity pairs

• Bids are not tied across load periods as in Australia
• Multiple generating units at each power plant
• Around 1 million hourly bid increments submitted during June 1 to 

September 30 time period each year
• Approximately 3 bid steps per unit per hour

Summary of ISO’s Real-Time Market
• Unlikely that market rules on feasible bid curves significantly constraint ability of 

firms to bid to achieve
– Ex post profit-maximizing price for each hour given residual demand curve

– -1/εhj is an index of unilateral market power because residual demand curves are 
step functions

• Because real-time market is an incremental market demand can be either positive or 
negative
• Low-prices occur when demand is negative
• Exclude all hours with prices below $20/MWh

• $20/MWh is slightly below to system-MC in 1998 and 1999
• $20/MWh is far below system-marginal cost in 2000
• At prices below $20/MWh we would expect firms to exercise market

power by driving prices down—need to know QCjh to infer market power
• Market can separate on a zonal basis if there are transmission constraints between 

northern and southern California
• Separate market prices for each zone
• Exclude hours with transmission congestion

• Both of these exclusions should bias against finding differences in firm-level market 
power across years

Computing Residual Demand Elasticity--εhj

• Recall that each bid is step function with up to 10 steps
• Must compute slope at Ph to enter demand elasticity

• Compute “slope” in a consistent manner over time and across 
suppliers 

• Addresses step function residual demand problem

• DRjh(P) = residual demand of firm j during hour h at price P
• Ph(h) first price above Ph with smaller residual demand than DRjh(Ph) 
• Ph(l) first price below Ph with larger residual demand than DRjh(Ph) 

• εhj = {[DRjh(Ph(h)) - DRjh(Ph(l) ]/[ Ph(h)) – Ph(l)] }×
{[Ph(h)) + Ph(l)] /[DRjh(Ph(h)) + DRjh(Ph(l)]} 

• Also computed results for Ph(h) = Ph + x and Ph(l) = Ph - x
• For x = $1 and x = $5

Results for June to September

0.0948
(0.0284)

0.0315
(0.0077)

0.0544
(0.0098)

3

0.1605
(0.0289)

0.0347
(0.0080)

0.0547
(0.0098)

5

0.1897
(0.0318)

0.0323
(0.0072)

0.0649
(0.0128)

4

0.1637
(0.0294)

0.0278
(0.0065)

0.0398
(0.0073)

2

0.1643
(0.0289)

0.0349
(0.0081)

0.0455
(0.0075)

1

2000
Mean
(Std Error)

1999
Mean
(Std Error)

1998
Mean
(Std Error)

Firm

Average Hourly Value of Lhj for June to September
for Hours with Prices Above $20/MWh
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Results Broadly Consistent with BBW (2002)

All numbers in column for 2000 are statistically significantly greater than 
corresponding number in columns for 1998 and 1999 with high degree of 
statistical precision

Most numbers in column for 1998 are statistically significantly greater than 
corresponding number in column for 1999

Little unilateral firm level-market power exercised by five large generation owners 
in 1998 and 1999
Firm-level market power during 1998 slightly higher than firm-level market 

power in 1999

Substantial higher firm-level market power exercised in 2000 relative to 1999 and 
1998
All five firms had unilateral incentive to withhold output from market by 

either bidding higher or withholding capacity from market

Conclusions from Unilateral Analysis

• Results provide evidence consistent with view that suppliers 
withheld output from market despite high prices during 2000 
versus 1999 and 1998, because it was in their unilateral profit-
maximizing interest given the bids submitted by their competitors

• Had suppliers not done so market prices would have been 
much lower

• For more information see Wolak (2003) “Measuring Unilateral 
Market Power in Wholesale Electricity Markets:  The California 
Market 1998 to 2000” American Economic Review, May.

• Wolak (2003) “Diagnosing the California Electricity Crisis,” The 
Electricity Journal, August.

Measuring the Cost of Market Power
• How much market power is too much market power?
• As discussed above every hour of every day profit-

maximizing firms exercise all available unilateral 
market power
– When is this market power excessive

• When is regulatory intervention justified?
– Cost of market power and cost of regulatory intervention

• Measure cost market power for California market 
from 1998 to 2000
– Borenstein, Bushnell and Wolak (2002)

Measuring the Cost of Market Power
• If firm faces sufficiently elastic distribution of 

residual demand curves it will bid its marginal 
cost curve

• For all realizations of residual demand
– Marginal Revenue = Average Revenue = Price

• Monopoly solution (produce where MR = MC)
– Bid Price = MC for relevant range of output

• Optimal selling rule--supply a unit if the price 
is above the marginal cost of providing that 
unit.
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Competitive Benchmark Price
• Marginal cost curve must be properly calculated

– Includes fuel, variable O&M
– excludes fixed costs and sunk costs

• Marginal cost must reflect all opportunity costs
– Forward contract price of input fuel is not opportunity 

cost of fuel, current spot price is
• Competitive market price should be

– no lower than MC of most expensive unit operating
– no higher than MC of least expensive unit not 

operating

Measuring Cost of Market Power

• Measure cost of market power by comparing 
actual prices with the prices that would result if 
all firms were willing to sell each unit of output 
at a price at, or above, that unit’s marginal cost.  

• Intuitive view market power measure--Compare 
actual market price to market price that would 
result if all firms behaved as if they had no 
ability to raise market price (no market power)
– Industry supply curve is aggregate marginal cost 

curve.  

Competitive Profits versus Profit Due to Market Power

PA

PC

Q

Profits Due to Market Power

Competitive Profits

–Actual Supply

–Competitive Supply
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Supply Side Complications
• Account for forced outages by probabilistic 

simulation of forced outages at all plants.
– Forced outage rates for each technology from NERC
– For each realization from joint (over all plants) forced 

outage distribution, compute marginal cost of 
supplying market for that hour

– Average these realized marginal costs over a large 
number of draws from the forced outage distribution 
to get the expected marginal cost for that hour 

• Account for import supply response due to 
competitive bidding by instate units.

Supply Side Complications
• Account for daily fluctuations in prices of natural  

gas and other fossil fuels in California
• Extremely important to analysis for Autumn and 

Winter of 2000
– Natural gas prices where more than four times higher 

than in two previous years
• Account for fluctuations in daily costs of NOx

emissions permits to produce electricity for units 
in emissions-constrained areas
– Primarily LA Basin--Could add more $50/MWh to 

variable cost of production for some units

Empirical Results

PCOMP D H( , ) / (= − −
∈∈ ∈∈
∑∑ ∑∑E(c )(Q Q ) (Q Q ))hd hd

ISO

h H
hd
MT

d D
hd
ISO

h H
hd
MT

d D

For various sets of days, D, and sets of hours ,H, compute 
PCOMP(D,H) = Average competitive price

PACT(D,H) = Average actual price
MP(D,H) = PACT(D,H) - PCOMP(D,H)

PACT D H( , ) / (= − −
∈∈ ∈∈
∑∑ ∑∑P (Q Q ) (Q Q ))hd hd

ISO

h H
hd
MT

d D
hd
ISO

h H
hd
MT

d D

Energy, A/S Costs and Market Power Markup from 4/98 to 12/00
Month Energy Cost $/MWh A/S Costs $/MWh of Load Total Costs per MWh MP(S) $/MWh

Jun-98 13.52 2.95 16.47 -9.39
Jul-98 35.85 5.18 41.03 8.48

Aug-98 44.04 6.18 50.22 16.31
Sep-98 37.62 4.37 41.99 11.53
Oct-98 27.43 2.69 30.12 1.63
Nov-98 26.65 2.24 28.89 -0.62
Dec-98 30.17 2.99 33.16 4.88
Jan-99 21.73 1.75 23.48 -0.78
Feb-99 19.70 1.14 20.84 -1.65
Mar-99 19.40 1.51 20.91 -1.53
Apr-99 24.80 2.1 26.90 0.39

May-99 24.91 2.37 27.28 -0.46
Jun-99 25.85 2.26 28.11 -0.07
Jul-99 31.84 2.6 34.44 3.95

Aug-99 35.13 1.85 36.98 0.63
Sep-99 35.46 1.52 36.98 5.25
Oct-99 49.40 2.28 51.68 15.24
Nov-99 38.35 1.19 39.54 9.90
Dec-99 30.35 0.55 30.90 2.93
Jan-00 31.85 0.62 32.47 4.61
Feb-00 30.49 0.58 31.07 1.30
Mar-00 29.49 0.06 29.55 -1.92
Apr-00 27.76 0.95 28.71 -5.00

May-00 51.81 3.16 54.97 10.88
Jun-00 141.40 20.19 161.59 85.52
Jul-00 121.93 5.71 127.64 42.14

Aug-00 181.59 12.18 193.77 101.71
Sep-00 122.85 7.39 130.24 43.96
Oct-00 103.84 2.95 106.79 35.55
Nov-00 172.29 6.13 178.42 60.66
Dec-00 388.21 22.65 410.86 143.50
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What Explains Differences Across 
Years in Market Power?

• Borenstein, Bushnell and Wolak (2002) 
Compute hourly Lerner Index as a function 
of amount energy produced by in-control-
area fossil-fuel units

• LI = (P(actual) - P(comp))/P(actual)
• LI = Lerner Index

– LI is bounded by 0 and 1
– High values of LI indicate more market power

• LI = f(Instate Thermal Production) + error

Figure 3: Kernel Regressions of Lerner Index for August & September
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Figure 4: CDFs of demand for August & September
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Distribution of Rents
• Because of huge run-up in price of natural 

gas during 2000
– Competitive benchmark profits increased 

enormously
– Unit-level heat rate times almost four times 

larger price of natural gas
• Difference in steps of aggregate marginal cost curve 4 

times greater

• Run-up in NOx emission prices also 
intensified steepness of aggregate marginal 
cost curve
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MC1

MC0
P0

P1

D
Price

Quantity

C

B

A

The Impact of Input Fuel Price Increases on 
Competitive Market Profits

Distribution of Rents
• From 1999 to 2000 competitive rents

– More than quadrupled because of gas price and 
NOx price increases

• Monopoly rents
– Sum of (PACT - PCOMP)(Q(ISO) - Q(MT))
– Increased 20 times between 1999 and 2000

• Generators in California were quoted as 
saying 1999 was a good year
– What were they saying about 2000?

Implications of Results
• Results do not imply that any company is taking 

actions that violate the antitrust laws
• Imply large deviations from competitive behavior 

exist in this market particularly from summer of 
2000 onwards

• Start-up costs can explain only a fraction of the 
pricing in excess of marginal cost
– Very generous estimate of total annual start-up costs for 

all California units is $20 million
– Total overpayment during 2000 is ~$7 billion

• Roughly $200 per California citizen
• Seems sufficient to justify regulatory intervention

Conclusions

• No need to rely on structural measures or even standard 
methods to measure unilateral market power in a bid-
based electricity market

• Availability of data from former regulated or state-
owned regime and data from actual market and system 
operation allow far more in depth analysis of causes 
and consequences of market inefficiencies

• Measures costs of market power can be used to 
determine when regulatory intervention is justified
• Measures can be used to set prospective, self-correcting 
regulatory mechanism

• Guardrails for competition approach discussed in Wolak (2003) 
“Diagnosing California Electricity Crisis” The Electricity Journal
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